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PART I
1. Because of the approximations made in the derivation of the age theory it seems unlikely that this method would give accurate results for media with strong and closely spaced resonances. Furthermore, there has been some argument in the past as to the most appropriate expression for the slowing down density in this case. In order to assess the value of the age approximation for reactor analysis, we propose to carry out critieality calculations, employing an approximation to the Boltzmann equation which is not as sweeping as age theory on one hand, and on the other the age theoretical expression which can be derived from the more rigorous theory by further approximations. It is instructive, to compa,re expressions (7) and (7a) with another one which is often seen in the literature, and which we shall call the Fermi age equation: tsW) ~.
LJ. This comparison is greatly facilitated if the
with Fc*') -1M4H , SM * ZMT^, p: » |T y *~A.
Equations (13) will be treated rigorously in the next paragraph; for the present, we will let the first equation of (13) In this approximation, it will turn out that we shall be lead back to eqs. (5) and (6a), with an appropriate expression for t(^), tne average number of secondaries after a collision that are available for the next collision.
We can eliminate the current now, so that (13) goes over into
Again, it is convenient to write Flu") as a sum of two terms:
where ^(v^, the nonleakage probability, is found by direct substitution into (15) to while r(vO is seen to satisfy our fundamental integral equations (la) and (5), with (18) ctvt) * ^l POO.
CM.)
Substituting this cC*) into the age equation (6a), we obtain does not appear directly in either expression for the slowing down density.
x k. In the consistent P 1 -approximation, no approximations at all are made in the system of integral equations (13). Again we shall try to transform the equations into equivalent integral equations with Placzek-function kernels.
As a first step, we perform a linear transformation which separates out the virgin neutrons, and at the same time casts the system of equations into a standard form:
with (20a)
The system of integral equations (13) reads now
The first equation, with a kernel l^> , can be transformed as before by the use of the Plaezek function % 9 > In an entirely analogous way we define a Plaezek function *J for the kernel k., as the solution of the equation As we shall show in the Appendix, it is important to include the factor Vp in the kernel ^ , for only then will >(., be asymptotically constant: We ask for the conditions that a kernel V m (y ) must satisfy so that K^ (vt) ~ const., and endeavor to find the value of that constant.
^60 satisfies the integral equation
Taking Laplace transforms, we get 
